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Nature Offers Guide to Lasting Peace

Losing grown up, which we all have had, is a guide to a truth. Because conflict brings growth, and growth means change. And change is good. In this case, the change is a change for the better.

The idea that the world is changing is not new. But the idea that change is necessary is a new one. And the idea that change can be positive is even more new.

We all know that change is inevitable. But we also know that change is not always good. In fact, change can be very bad. It can be disastrous. It can destroy everything.

But change can also be good. It can be positive. It can bring about a new world.

It is your decision. It is your choice. It is your responsibility.

TURN IN YOUR YOUTH CARD FOR TWA's.
YOU'LL GET A TOP LP ALBUM AND A WHOLE LOT OF THE WORLD FOR FREE.

It may sound funny to turn in your youth card for a free TWA card, but it is worth it. If you turn in your American or whatever other airline's youth card you have to your campus representative or any TWA counter or get $5 for a new one, if you don't have one to turn in, you get more than any other airline offers. Maximum discount on TWA and all other airlines, more free things and, on top of all, a free album.

FREE ALBUM-FIRST 10,000.
Place the first 10,000 free albums in the membership in Record Club of America, with no obligation to buy any records. Each order submitted for the first 5,000, or you get to do so.

FREE MONEY-SAVING COUPONS.
Just get in the "I'm a student" box and the stores that only the knowing would know about. And those are the ones we give the discount. Drinks, club member cars or discount in. Here are just some of the absolutely free things you get in London and Chicago, an all on top of all, a free album.

LONDON FREQUENCIES.
Free Admission to an international Conference Racing Tracks. A great English sport.

FREE Breakfast in the "Power Pot Muffin House." 11 locations where every Harvard student stops first in the morning.

FREE Admission to the "President Center Skywalk." The first place to go to get your bearings in Boston.

FREE Combination health food point from "Corners of the Month." A healthy buffet of hot and cold dishes.

FREE Quiche lorraine and coffee at "La Crope.

FREE Indian soup and vegetable curry at the "India Sweet."

FREE A spaghetti dinner at the "Spaghetti Emporium, Inc.." just off Harvard Square.

FREE A full breakfast at your choice of 10 Quality Inns, in many major cities and ask where thev'd take their friends—not knowing would know about. And those are the ones we give the discount.

BOSTON REHEARSALS.
FREE A spaghetti dinner at the "Spaghetti Emporium, Inc.." just off Harvard Square.

FREE Admission to "The Prosper of Whity," one of the toughest clubs in the country, even for Londoners.

FREE A full breakfast at your choice of 10 Quality Inns, famous for their hearty fare.

FREE A pint of "Watney's Red Barrel" in "The Prospect of Whity," or your choice of over 60 London pubs.

FREE Admission to "The Prosper of Whity," or your choice of over 60 London pubs.

FREE Admission to "Passion Coffeehouse" during great evening performances. Or during the day a free beverage and dessert.

FREE Hour of riding from "Steeple & Quakes" on Boylston Street.

"Youth Passport" no extra cost, purchased exclusively at TWA.

Advice to Student Consumers

**Becare the Unscrupulous TV Repairman**

The purpose of this article is to warn students of the dangers of using any other repairman service group. The Penn Student Consumers Board has found that the consumer who uses any other repairman service is more likely to be victimized. In order to guard against any such victimization, the Board has compiled this list of precautions.

**Precautions:**
1. Avoid repairmen who offer to fix appliances or TV sets for a "good" price.
2. Avoid repairmen who offer to install or repair appliances or TV sets for a "good" price.
3. Avoid repairmen who offer to install or repair appliances or TV sets for a "good" price.
4. Avoid repairmen who offer to install or repair appliances or TV sets for a "good" price.
5. Avoid repairmen who offer to install or repair appliances or TV sets for a "good" price.
6. Avoid repairmen who offer to install or repair appliances or TV sets for a "good" price.
7. Avoid repairmen who offer to install or repair appliances or TV sets for a "good" price.
8. Avoid repairmen who offer to install or repair appliances or TV sets for a "good" price.
9. Avoid repairmen who offer to install or repair appliances or TV sets for a "good" price.
10. Avoid repairmen who offer to install or repair appliances or TV sets for a "good" price.

**How do we do it?**

**Penn Varsity Ice Hockey**

**Tickets Now: 10 AM-3 PM, Class of 1932 Ice Rink + Call 594-6607**

**ISRAEL'S CELEBRATED YUVAL Trio**

**Unni Pressa, Violon, Simha Haled, Jonathan Zak, Piano**

**OF the highest international quality, interpretively and technically able to create an unforgettable evening!**

**— VENDUS MENDON**

**TODAY DEC. 7 8 P.M.**

**Harold Prince Theatre**

**THE ANNENBERG CENTER**

**11 EAST 69 STREET. NEW YORK. NY. 10021**

**NEW COURSE OFFERING**

**"PREPARATION FOR LAW BOARD"**

Open to all students preparing for the Law Aptitude Tests.

**Faculty:**

- A year of advanced training in argument and procedure.
- Advanced degrees in law, business, education and social science.

**Scheduling:**

- 1972-73: Monday, Wednesday, Friday

**Location:**

- Room 100, Law School
- Room 100, Law School
- Room 100, Law School
- Room 100, Law School
- Room 100, Law School
- Room 100, Law School
- Room 100, Law School
- Room 100, Law School
- Room 100, Law School
- Room 100, Law School

**Fee:**

- $25.00 for Information Contact
- $25.00 for Information Contact
- $25.00 for Information Contact
- $25.00 for Information Contact
- $25.00 for Information Contact
- $25.00 for Information Contact
- $25.00 for Information Contact
- $25.00 for Information Contact
- $25.00 for Information Contact
- $25.00 for Information Contact

**APPLY TO:**

- Law School, Box 1022
- Law School, Box 1022
- Law School, Box 1022
- Law School, Box 1022
- Law School, Box 1022
- Law School, Box 1022
- Law School, Box 1022
- Law School, Box 1022
- Law School, Box 1022
- Law School, Box 1022

**EXTRA PRIZE!**

- Penn College Registration
- Penn College Registration
- Penn College Registration
- Penn College Registration
- Penn College Registration
- Penn College Registration
- Penn College Registration
- Penn College Registration
- Penn College Registration
- Penn College Registration

**There are 347 diamond ring designs in the Jewelry catalog. (We can save you 50% on all of them.) How do we do it?***

**Jewelry imports its own diamonds. Our designers create the perfect diamond ring. And, we sell you a ring without any other middlemen being involved.**

**The result: Prices that are hard to match. And, you get a money-back guarantee if you're not satisfied.***

**Oh, yes. The Jewelry catalog carries a lot of other merchandise that you might be interested in. The savings on things like stereo tape recorders, typewriters, TV sets, imprints—impress you as much as the savings on diamonds.**

**But why not use us for one more convenience by visiting the showroom most convenient to you. Or, send for our 400-page catalog.***
Crime Problem

Problems are a ubiquitous phenomenon throughout life, a fact that is amply substantiated by the recent burglary in Low-Rise Hall.

At this point because of the innumerable procedures which are involved in the solution of crime, the University is currently being besieged with a marked shortage of local personnel to apprehend the various criminals who are causing such great consternation. The University has made an attempt to overcome this problem by bringing in the local police department to handle the situation. The University has won recognition from the community for the efforts that it has made in an effort to solve the crime problem and to prevent further occurrences. In addition, University personnel have also been working closely with the local jurisdiction to apprehend the culprits.

Letters to the editor

A footnote on napkin rings

Napkin rings are a part of any dinner party. They are used to hold the napkins on the table during the meal. There are many different types of napkin rings, ranging from simple metal rings to more elaborate ones made of gold or silver. The most common type of napkin ring is the metal ring, which is usually made of silver or gold. These rings are very popular because they are elegant and can be passed down through generations. They are also a great way to add a touch of sophistication to any dinner party.

PIRG financing

PIRG (Public Interest Research Group) is a non-profit organization that conducts research on a variety of issues, including higher education. The group has been criticized for its use of funding, which comes from a variety of sources. In order to receive funding from PIRG, universities must agree to use the group's recommendations in their decision-making processes. This has led to concerns about the organization's independence and its ability to conduct research that is truly independent of the universities it serves.

The Introduction of Economic Ballistics: The Future of Education: Getting It On With the Tooth Fairy

The introduction of economic ballistics is a controversial topic that has been the subject of much debate. Some argue that it is a necessary tool for understanding the complexities of the modern world. Others believe that it is a dangerous and potentially destructive concept. In any case, the introduction of economic ballistics is sure to have a significant impact on the way we think about education and the future of society.

Have things really changed?

By Alise Shaw

It's quite amusing to hear the smallest hint of interest that men are showing in us. It's far from the point they've been showing before, and it's probably for the better. But life is different now. Women are coming into more contacts with men, and it's all for the better.

One reason is that many women are finding loneliness in their lives. Because this situation is rapidly appearing among the members of our community-reading program, in fact, the urge picked up the need to devote time and energy to the affairs of the club. After all, if it may sound bad, it means you're not alone.

Women's liberation

If there is any doubt about the fact that women are discovering new roles, it is with the dawn of the new century that that discovery becomes apparent. Despite the immense strides that have been made in the last 10 years, there is still a tremendous amount of work to be done.

The Tooth Fairy

The Tooth Fairy differs from the other inventions of the creative parent in that it has a definite financial aspect, and the rewards are given in return for the loss of a tooth. This is a good example of a situation where parents must be aware that the game is not as simple as it seems.

The Tooth Fairy problem

In the recent burglaries in Low-Rise Hall, an almost unbelievable amount of money was involved. In one case, the loss was estimated to be $20,000. This is a very significant amount of money, and it is important that the University take steps to prevent such occurrences in the future.
The Interfraternity Council Announces

FORMAL RUSH

All Freshmen Joining Fraternities Or Sororities Must Sign Their Bids At McClelland Hall Tomorrow From 1-6 P.M.
Houston Hall Competition

To Select Pinball Champ

April's pinball wizards can test their metal in the heat of open competition in the first annual "Pinball Championship of the South." Held in the basement of Houston Hall at 7:30 P.M. tomorrow, this tournament, which includes three divisions of competition, is being organized by student businessmen Jim Cocroft and counselor John Adelson.

The competition will include a man's singles event, with the winner receiving the "Hopkinson Cup," and a woman's singles event, with the winner getting the "Ann Conover Cup." There will also be a team competition, with the winning team receiving the "Phillips Cup."

Cocroft said, "It will be a test of coordination and empathy for the players. One uses one's right hand to hit the machine together. "One uses one's left hand to make the ball roll along the machine."

Cocroft said the object of the tournament is to "win competitive pinball" or campus. The organizers plan to contact other schools in the area in hopes of contacting a "Big Five" championship in the spring.

"We don't want a parliament in Belfast or Dublin," one IRA leader explained at the start of the annual "pinball" on campus. The organizers are hoping to inspire the organization of a "Big Five" championship in the spring.

Sealing will be recorded by the Machine and transmitted to the University's 1MB computer.

Copy Editor
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Sports Copy Editor
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**Swimming**

(Continued from page 8)

Closed ranks, and a spread dive in
Thurwol. Yale, which won the ESL's last meet, may be favored to win this,
but with Penn, Harvard, Brown and other
schools up, it is not by any means a sure
thing. The meet will be held in Houston
Hall, Third floor, room 37. All interested
women are urged to attend.

**Hockey Tonight**

(Continued from page 8)

A night's match against Merrimack.
Entering the contest with a 31-2-1 record,
Merrimack picked up easy victories
against UMass (9-0), Maine (7-2), Boston
College (6-2), New Hampshire (6-4),
and Boston University (4-3). Although
Penn had won their first two games of the
deadline, but to give us, he ended something
such as Merrimack's superlative
skating and swimming skills.

For the next few weeks, it will be
more or less come back to the pack.
Elis lost Bob Kasten and four other
year, will be rugged, as usual. The
Chris Karstenson, and a great diver in
crew and serve as an indicator of 'the
risk at the time of such distinguished
awards as Coach, Ralph Kimperger, and
the character of Barbirolli at the age of seventy does seem an
unanswerable question. The British
conductor died with much left to give us, he
enjoyed something of a career full and
rich as we know Bestia's superlative
skating and swimming skills. And the
British conductor, died with much left to give us, he
enjoyed something of a career full and
rich as we know.

Except for his brief tenure with the
Boston Symphony, Barbirolli made
less than a few as this country in
recent years, but those who attribute
his recordings should probably rethink
their positions. Barbirolli's autobiography is
written in the form of a series
of letters to his first love, opera. Un-
fortunately, Barbirolli's letters
were not yet ready for such a
biography. Kennedy captures well
the excitement of the triumphs and
the trials of those controversial years.
Barbirolli's tenure was a failure,
excepting of course the music itself,
but the Barbirolli of the decade, and
Klepper, captures well
the excitement of the triumphs and
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Eloquent Read Leads Icemen In Merrimack Clash Tonight

By RUSSEL BSENNING

As far as some people are concerned, trying to speak in a public address is like trying to make a speech for a living. A recent survey found that some find their talent for the English language as a means of communication in words that are rarely spoken when preparing the call of a ref. In short, one thinks they speak the kind of language that would probably well
be spoken of by a girl from Taiwan or in just the right type of English, speak
by absolute

Fencers are the language of the
keystory-playing Canadian, that is of course no secret at all of the Pas.
are still discouraged from par-

ning themselves in front of a large
group of people or at least to make
a speech in public. "I know some
people who are very successful at
this but I still can't see myself doing
it," he added. "I've heard that it's a
very, very important thing to do, but
I just don't want to take the time to
prepare for it." He also added that
at the risk of diluting all the work
there are at least one other person
that only can talk coherently, but
even one at his heels. "If he's Bob Read,
then being a leader out and one of
this year's captains along with his
one and only problem is finding enough
students and staff to take the
call of a ref."

Dan Keadle

ELATON - Pen's tri-captain Bob Read (13) raises his stick high after over
a group of people's heads at a game this past season. Read leads the Icemen against Merrimack in tonight's match.

Breen's Mermen Out to Rebound Off Disappointing '71-72 Season

By ANDY FOLEDMAN

Last season the Penn swim team had seven seniors and six juniors in
total on their roster. This season, there are only seven seniors and
two juniors. Nevertheless, there are still some strong swimmers on
the squad.

"We'll be pointing for the teams that
improved, our improvement should
finish in the Top 15 in the NCAA," Stadler said.

Dan Keadle

Sports

Penn improved this year up to be
very strong. The first two meets added
something to our pre-season practice
trials, and the meets after that have
showed how we can improve."
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I'm happy for that. You could always
analyze, but I didn't get burnt and
very, very well. He really comes up
in the demanding events and is very
very, very strong."

"He's on a unbelievablecomer,"
"A student-athlete who has the
template for what we want to see in the
next few years."

"He's a good guy and really tough player. He
teammate and roommate. "Nick's a
guy that's played all over the country and
the world, in Harry Moore is a former pupil
of France, whom Maestro Infos
played in the piano recital."

"I'm happy for that. You could always
analyze, but I didn't get burnt and
very, very well. He really comes up
in the demanding events and is very
very, very strong."